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for strength and healthful growth. This may well be
accomplished by doing away with all bonds and have
Just capltal stock. A certain percentage of such
capital stock should be set aslde and held in trust
for all whom the company employs, and be known as
labor's stock. The dividends from such stock should
be divided among the workers engaged in thatenter-

prise during the period covered by eachdlvldend
period, thus labor would receive its true share of the
profits that it was instrumental in helping to create.
Many honestly believe that industry has feathered
its nest with its war profits. The press is continual-

ly giving production figures and the dollar value of
war contracts; Anyone would think after reading these
reports that the treasuries of the manufacturing
orporations are llterally "bulging" with proflts from
their war activities, and that they would be financial-.
lY able to carry the burdenÿof reconversion and that
f recapturing their full share of the postwar markets.
4'
There maylbe in our home town, or close to it,
Itrlal plants that have been contlnua!ÿy operating
their utmost capacity around the clock,° and we

Lnctlvely know" that they must have ÿade literally
ilions of dollars in profits. But what all of us
and most of us fall to take into account, is the
that all Government contracts are subject to re-

ation which Is governed by the whims and caprices
ae Administration. We also know that the Eederal
structure is such. that there is comparatively
.left after the excess profit and other taxes

been paid that these war contractors may call
Lr own. They may not with any assurance count on
iy small amount because all war contracts

oct to renegotiÿtlon, meaning that the
has reserved to itself the right to examine
rs books. If the Government representative

that the original contract price was made too
may then set a much lower figure and inform

r that the difference is the sum he must
to the Government.

right reserved by the Government to renegotlit is called - has saved the Government money,

placed all contractors completely at the
the Administration. This is a most vicious
one that might be subject to Inestlmable
abuse. It permits the element of uncertainty
the entire war production structure. It

the political party in control, for the
a contractor who has fully performed his
has such profits tied up in his business

Ol
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may at a subsequent time be called upon to repay to
he Government vast sums of money, if those with the

'ÿ)¢wer suddenly decide that the contract should be
otlated. Should any such contractor charge an

slve profit it ultimately would be taken away
him through the medium of the excess proflt tax.
renegotiatlon setup is just another one of those
s that aÿcomplishes some good, but its operation
incalculable :harm by reason of the continuing

y it creates in the minds of our people and
unlimited opportunity for political chicanery and
se it gives to certain bureaucratic agencies
hate and act in an arbitrary manner towards
who hold war contracts.

all Federai taxation is paid there still
those tax levies made by the state and local
, so that today there are literally
of our private enterprises scattered from
ooast, and border to border, that have been

to full capacity around the clock seven
which will find themselves wholly
unable, even under the most favorable
, to reconvert and re-establlsh themthe civilian markets°*
brings us to another most important phase
eral Government's activitieS; namely, its
ure. For a number of years past the
has been continually springsos and offering startling suggestions as
changes that Congress must make in the
from year to year.* Its latest suggesnow famous demand for ten and one-half
in new ÿaxes. It was not a request,
a demand upon Congress to raise this
revenue.

od-old- days tariff tinkering caused
financial panicÿ it kept for long
all our people in a highly uncertain
ecially business aÿa industry.
seems to have gone out of fashion.
and stead there is a more dangerous,
e-shatterlng tinkering; namely,

tinkering with our Federal tax
tendency has been consistently to

DIÿST No. 15, Raisin£ Revenue the Honest Way.

DIDST No.22, Your Ability to meet New War Taxes.
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, ,ÿs,ver-increase aiÿ farther extend the tenacles of
I.ÿe tax octopus, so that it reaches farther and
,ther up and down the scale, to the end that
thor the very rich, the very poor, the
, or theÿcorporation is able to retain
reasonably adequate sum out of each year's earn-

to put aside for either legitimate saving,
or eÿpansion capital.
Federal taxation on the whole in a great many
es has reached the point of nÿr confiscation,
absorbing to a great extent net earnings. It
net surplus earnings alone that new and

onal capital may be acquired by either the
Lual or the corporation without borrowing or
capital stock. Under our system of free
se there
must always
be available
free
"ample
capital.
This does
not meanain
the
I Treasury, but in the hands of our people.

this time the Administration will argue, we
War. It will loudly proclaim that its tax
were first advanced to prevent inflation,
conduct this war in so far as it has been

on a strictly cÿsh basis, and third, to
g future generations with the unpaid
those debts occasioned by our war effort,
have paid. It includes in the cost
those billions of dollars devoted to lend-

ther with the cost of building air fields
globe upon forelgn soil, under arrange-

each country which limits strictly the use
elds to our armed forces. It will also
we have not even begun to pay as high
be imposed on us; that higher taxes
great benefit to usÿ at the present time

years immediately ÿhead; that we should
tax loaÿ thus preventing all danger

and pay our just portion of the cost of
contentions are entirely correct in
g inflation and coming nearer to
of the conflict, but were we to do so
y assure the establishment of at
that even now lurks jus0t around

red many of our liberties and
ours is largely a'government by

L

DIGESTÿ No. 29, Government by Decree.
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The power to tax is the power to destroy. It
'ÿ, -Is entirely possible to bring about the complete
destruction of our present system of government
gh the medium of excessive taxation that is
sound and calculated to maintain our present
item ÿn full force and healthy vigor. Seriously
through unwise taxation those pools of
capitA1 owned by the individual or corporaand you will have as effectively destroyed our

ent sYstem as fully and completely as either
J

ler or Tojo could have or would have destroyed

f

had they invaded and completely conquered this

3
I

on. Our free enterprise is built upon an
reserve of free capital that is the very
and essence of our way of llfe andsystem
,-ÿvernment.

We have hoard a great deal about stabilization.
ne great thing that must be stabilized is the
1 tax structure and its ever-increasing
Upon our earnings. The time has arrived

must deal with this question, and deal withÿ
no uncertain manner.

Federal Constitution should be amended
the Federal Government's power to impose
and inherltance taxes. In the case of income

should be limited to 25 per cent of the net
with a provision that in the time of war
cent of all benefits made from war contracts
ies could be levied. Inheritance tax

limited to 50 per Cenÿ with the provision
state inheritance tax would be deductible

is now an organized movement among our
'seeks such amendment. Apparently it
gaining momantum and should be given
encouragement. Congress should

twar tax laÿ at this time and pledge to
that this structure ÿould not be tinkerrevised upward for atÿ least five years
eUoÿess!on of hostilities.
the individual, business, industry,
, or other segments of our population
ly formulate an adequate and comprefor reconversion and for the years

followingÿ until they are able to
determine the maximum tax demands the
1 make upon their income, and to what
me the so-called excess profits
• It is Of the utmost importance to
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hÿ all who must plan their future to know the maximum
amount of taxation that they must Anticipate.
Taxation is a fixed and inescapable overhead

2ÿharge that must be paid. It represents a goodly
tion of the fixed charge for the privilege of
business and living in this country. Today
is the outstanding question of all. It stands
in bold relief over and above all those other
ion marks that llne our road back to
r. It is not the knowledge" that we must
taxes in the future that perturbs our tranquiltters our confidence, but instead it is

ge thaÿ at this time the power to tax is
, and the tendency has been an ever-greater

,Of this power. This is one of the uncertainties
future that the Congress has within its power
naÿe. Let it do so promptly. SUch action
its part would permit business, industry, and
people to orderly plan their actlviÿles
the reconversion period. This would absolute"

the maximum Federal tax load our people would
elled to carry during this interim, and it
emeve all fears and doubts of having this
increased to a polnt beyond their capacity
@

such assurance many will hesitate to
ntc new enterprises. They do know that

if any - would be theirs to pay, but
ot know what percentage of the profits
will claim. Most people are doubtful
much of their profits they will be permlttÿaln for their own use.
must reallze that reconversion is
single step. It is rather a series of

first steps must be taken by the Federal
before the individual or corporatlonis
to move. As a matter of fact the Federal
must move out of our waÿ before we can
start reconversion. Today the Govern-

-squarely in the road and completely
industry, business, and labor. So long
there so long will our road to recon-

;closed. The initial action must be
the Admlnlstration. Until these
are taken all groups to a greaterÿor
e powerless to act.

hat all steps will be haken with
in a decisive manner by the Admlnis-

and not before may we start marching
f
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or some there will be enough left of the organization
capital to re-enter the business world and once
fight to re-establish itself.
This will be a long,
rd, and trying ordeal. Most will succeedÿ Soÿe will
comb. It will not be simply reconversion, but a new
re with all the hazards, risks, and uncertainties
frequently accompany new undertakings.
i

To industry this period will not mean just reconverin the true sense of the word. Like the Indivfdual
usiness, many industries have become casualties ofÿ
mr. They have been completely disbanded, their
l lost, their organization swallowed in the war
, their markets have Vanished, their plants have

Bold to satisfy some mortgage or other indebtedness,
machinery scattered to the four winds.
industrial firms have been able to retain

slcal property and hold together a skeleton
Ion, while retaining some sort of a capital
Such plants may, or may not, be able to
ir former peacetime activities. Many of them
Qonfronted with a total loss of their markets,

must enter the field and fight bitterly to once
blish their products and gain a market for

others will find that the discoveries made
war have brought into use materials and ,
have made their former products obsolete
le value. It would be fruitless, even if
do so, for these firms to reconvert to their

etlme activities.

They will find themselves

the choice of either making some totally new
liquidating their company. Of course, there
facturing firms that can ret.urn toÿ making
long accustomed producSs. Even they will
conditions have changed and they, too,

%6 conform with them and conduct their
ocord with the new standards with which
themselves confronted,
will be brutally keen in business,
labor markets. Only the most efficient
The postwar era - if' the Government will
ent common sense to prevail - will be
expansion and ever-growing prosperity
to come. There is no good reason why
llving should not steadily and consistrise. We have the raw materials, the
production capacity to create all
t abundance.

hundreds of thousands of sosea and manufacturers in this
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• They are the truly important ones, and the
r ones that really matter in the final analysis.*
theirs is the American way of life. Theirs are
ideals of a free people, living in a free land,

Serving the free economy ander the capitalistic
e m. These are the sorts Df businesses and
fries that create and malintain jobs and business
town and mine; in fact, all over out land in
village, town, and city. No one firm standwould make much of a showing when comparedÿ
giant corporations who compose the ranks of
sen fifty," yet, taken collectively these
fellows are the true representatives of
business and industry. In fact, they are
ts business and industry. They have devoted

re time to their locality and primarily
the best interest of the home market, and
steady jobs for local labor. They are
olossus of the international field, for they
with matters here aÿ home to have the

lek rich profits abroad through sharing in
of world markets. Theirs is the doctrine
let live, and not one of crushing their
through fair or foul means.

little fellows hold collectively within the
r strong, honest, and capable American
prosperity. It is to them we must
those millions of new jobs, if all

re to be fully employed in the postwar
neednot be overly concerned with the
industrial plants owned or controlled by
lows numbered among "the chosen fifty,"
they know how to look after their own

this they usuÿlly do.
ached that point where management is
it owes something more to labor
es. Those who have tried sharing
have found it has proved the best
s. Whenever this is done every
roll is not just working for a wage,
for himself. Thesystem of sharing
in all workers initiative and creative
st degree, thus reducing serious

increasing the ability of the average
at maximum capacity. It permits him

extent the better things of life,
and maintain a constant market for
ion capacity.

IGEST NO. 18, Centralization vs. Decentralization
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iÿIt is, as many have told us, entirely possible

rln thls war on the field of battle and meet
and disaster on the home front. We may make
oracY safe for the world and forfeit it for oures by our actions and decisions here on the home

Our Constitution and democratic conception of

mt will be tried and tested in that fiery
that we so glibly refer to now as the period

,.

oonverslon. It requires a certaln length of
for public sentiment to crystallize; therefore,
wait until the Axis powers have been defeatr even one of them, before we study the entire
on. We should do so at the earliest possible
and then decide upon a broad and fundamental

which will successfully guide us through the
version period and into, our new and expanded
life.
@w let us turn our attentlon to what we must
with us on our return journeyÿ and view as well
can from where we now stand at least some of

or decisions that we will eventually be called
to make. There is no time llke the present to
these questions with calm deliberation. After
aonsideration we should decide what answers will
Serve the interest of us all. Such questions
fundamental ones concerning the basic
we shall adopt to guide us in our postwar llfe.
be wise we will study each and every angle at
time, so that when the day arrives when we must
each we will be properly prepared to accept and
,practice the right solution in each instance.
end there will be submitted for your considera-

some of the high lights of those basic and fundapolicies that require your immediate attention.
concepts and ideas never remain stagnant
nation that is growing. The more rapid its
and the greater its expaeslon the more nearly
will its ideas remain. It is only when a
become decadent and their growth and expansion
way to decline and disintegration •that their
ts and ideas become solidified. The presentÿ
will see before it is over possibly greater
l, geographical, economic, social, scientific,
.ogical changes than any past century has
ssed.

entire world is in the irresistible grasp of
Onward rushing currents that have been gaining
and momentum with eacÿ passing month. They
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sweeping us relentlessly on. The veryspeed with
ch we are being transported is bound to push aside
completely crush those ideas, conceptions, and
ds that tend to retard our advancement. None
deny conditions have changed. Many think those

that await us in the latter part of the
decade will hold sufficient strength to
ly revolutionize our ideas and concepts of
Lal standards.

will avail us little to gaze into the crystal
f a collection of hypothesis and add our guesses

a

too great sum total of wishful thinking

has been givenpublic expression. We
means at our disposal that will aid us materlalInlng a rather clear perspective of what awaits
future. This means is the proper comprehenthe history of our country. In order to rememory let us sketch some of Its pertinent

our Nation was founded it was indeed poor In
, although its natural resources seemed
Lstible. Land could be had for the taking,
hearted the way was open to acquire a

good living if he but had the energy to
of the wilderness.

Time and immigratloD

ushed our frontiers farther west Until the
the remaining land frontiers had been
our country. Then our people really
llolting their natural resources. This
by an era of industrial development that

place in history.

It brought with It

of power tools and implements. In
gave birth to what we know today as
It was fed the needed raw materials
rom our natural resources. Each year
reater quantities were required to
ic raw materials our mass production
, until now its demands have made
a number of our natural resources

their complete exhaustion is plainly
as we know it today or large pools

liquid capital, did not exist when
of Independence was signed. The comcapital then in our country was

of the strictly limited few.
ruled with, indeed, and iron
were honest, frugal, and industriered they wisely invested their
season the few were supplanted by

I
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thus their members increased with each passyear. As these members multiplied our first finaninstitutions came into being° The era of the
.oads brought with it a period of rapid expansionÿ
opened up much of our country and its resources.
was followed by an era of business and industrial
ion. Then came the era of consolidations and com, and our trusts came into being, and the
ion of colossal individual fortunes were laid.
season they ruled much of our economic life with
ss disregard for the rightÿ of man or even fair
themselves, but they rather adopted a policy
eat dog".
due season the people arose in their resentement
.ed down legislative regulations and restric,ÿ
so-called big business. Many of this class

they could reap rich profits by extending
.j'

-!

ivities to a world-wide basis. This eventualinto being membership in international
some segments of our big business fraternity.
s the financial section of big business ruled
ts and prevented panics and depressions from
too great a duration its position remained
'This big business failed to do, either because
not or would not in 1929. This failure upon
the long awaited invitation and opportun7
he politician sought. The present Adminissped-it with alacrity when it came to power

s marked the turning point for big
The Government stepped into the picture and
hS was placed into a tightly laced strait-.
the tax load they were compelled to pay
increased.

about the man of great wealth. He had
ly free to accumulate and retain
at his deatÿ he was able to pass it intact

Really the only limitation on the
.fortunes was the ability of the founder
generations to keep what they had
.y add thereto. This condition continued
1913, when the constitutiona! amendment
g to the Federal Government the
nheritance, income, and allied taxes

s tax amounted to little more than a
However, it was not long before its
heavF and ever-heavier on the

I
I"

of ability to pay (or, as it
• .o

li

"soak the rich") was developed,
greater the wealth of the individual

greater the percentage of income and inheritance
he or his estate had to pay. Since 1913 the tax
on both income and inheritance has been steadily
Lnced, while the allowable deductions have been

Istently whittled away until today they are'but a
shadow of what they were at first.
No longer need anyone concern himself with the
em of great personal fortunes in our land, for
death knell was sounded when the amendment to
Lstitutlon was authorled granting to the Federal
nt the unlimited right to tax inheritances,
power has been employed to destroy these
Indlvldual fortunes.
e who possess great wealth today when they die

their death permitthe Government (Federal and
to conflscate, under the guise of inheritance
major portion of their wealth. The larger
the greater percentage that will be confisNo fortune however great can withstand very
h drastic divisions• with the Government taking
Vs share" each time that death claims one of
equent owners.

Nation, in the past 160 odd years we have
one of the weakest and poorest to one of
est and riches nations in the family of
We at first were a debtor, and then we became
leading creditor nations. Power and wealth

with it a corresponding definite duty and
that cannot be safely treated either lightly
disregarded.

' j

Constitution was formulated the States
all powerful governmental units. Down
years the Federal Government has been
aking more and ever-more power unto itself.
itself superior and is attempting to
several individual States to second place.
unfortunate trend is very definitely halted
Federal Government will take over all power
es. This is a most important subject for
on when formulating future plans. Even
hange in our system of State and Federal
well spell the end of our free economy
enjoy and must fight even now to recapture
Government. Its recapture will require
and united efforts, and it will mean a
we can hope to recapture our long
@

indeed, a hard row to hoe.

For many long

years it worked from at least sunup to sundown for
a comparatively low wage. As a class, it was the
last one of all to start on the march of progress.
Even as late as 50 years ago common labor would
consider itself fortunate if it were paid 15 cents
an hour. It was years later before such a thing
as workman's compensation was even suggested.
Labor laws protecting the laboring man and
woman have only comparatively recently been placed
on our statute books. Unemployment compensation,
old age pension, and survivors insurance are indeed
new comers, as are the provisions of the Federal
Labor Relations Act..*
Some are fearful that organized labor will
follow in the footsteps of capital and big business,
by endeavoring to exploit their new found powers
which they refer to as "their rights".
It is to be
hoped that organized labor will not commit this
fatal error/ If it does, then, it must inevitably
pay the full penaltythat such arrogance always
brings to all who indulge therein.

I'

Organized labor has won for labor in general
much merited recognition. It has greatly improved
the conditions of all labor.* However, some point
out to us that labor by joiningthe ranks of organized labor loses its individual liberties, and it

is taxed for the right of earning a living in highly

,4 "'
L., .
"T

unionized fields. Such tax may take the form of excessive dues in some instances. Others say that the
organlzationÿof all labor would destroy the free and
open labor market, and a person could be prevented
from earning a living who either refused to join a
union or had been expelled from one. They tell us
that organized labor now has the power to exploit the
working people of this country, and it holds the power
to dictate who shall and who shall not work. Such
people feel that the Labor Relations Act and the amendments thereto have completely divested the workers of

their liberty and right to bargain as individuals and
sell their labor at whatever price they and their
prospective employer agree upon. Or, as some put it,
it hasÿ robbed the American worker of his individual
• reedom and liberty in respect to disposing of his
-i. See THE L I TTELL D I GEST No. 2. Suÿnmary of Views on Labor
Relations. Also No. IV. Existinÿ Social Securitÿ with Prooosed
Chanÿes, and No. 31, All-out Social Security (Cÿadle to Gÿave).

~

See THE LITTELL DIGEST No. 20, Unionization of Our

Defense Industry.
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labor and his right to earn an honest living.
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All questions have two sides and no system can
ever please 100 per cent of those affected. The
individual standing alone is indeed weak. It is only
when he combines with his fellow workers that the
voice of labor can truly command attention. Through
proper organization labor is able to exert powerful
influence in promoting the interest of labor in
general. Those organizations it has or may hereafter create may excercise the power labor has vested in them and exploit this power to the detriment of
labor, the organization, and the entire country.
However, this is a risk that all who wish to organize
must accept whether it be for the promotion of labor
or a political party. Do abtless we will hear this
entire question discussed more amÿ more as time passes.

Here, too, is another case of each privilege bestowed
carrying with it an accompanying obligation and duty
that must be assumed and performed.

/
,b

',ÿ

Labor today, even organized labor, is not a full
partner of business or industry. Its attitude is not
that of a partner towards the enterprise that employs
it. Nor is management's attitude towards labor that
of one partner towards another. The hostility among
capital, labor, and management is steadily weakening,
but some antagonism still remains. The question, the
big and important question, you have to decide is,
shall this condition be continued in the postwar
era? Should not labor be made an actual partner that
will share in the dividends of the businessÿ with a
certain percentage of stock set aside and held in
trust for its benefit?
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We will have all the nations on earth competing
against us for the postwar world trade. Surely this
ought to be plenty to engage our attention without
wasting time and energy in having capital and labor
fighting between themselves. This will pay neither.
Rather let them join hands and ÿe forward for their
mutual profit and benefit°
Those who founded our country came from lands
where they had been oppressed. They could ftÿlly
realize what it meant to all oppressed people to find
here a haven that they could come to and find awaiting
them a cordial welcome and real opportunity to live a
free and independent life safe from all that tyrannical
oppression they had experienced and left behind them.
Naturally all comers were ÿade welcome. This happy
COndition continued for many years. During this period
many millions flocked to this haven and shelter that

our shores offered themÿ Each brought his contribution to his adopted landÿ The sum total of their
contributions in a very large measure built and made
secure our present grÿauness.

This influx continued until it was averaging
around a million persons a year° Measure this if
you will in the value of a million new inhabitants
admitted to our States and Nation each year, for
after all in the final analysis the only true and
indispensablc value any State caÿ ever have is its
population°
.4

Greed and the selfish desire in the hearts of
many who had but lately arrived actuated the movement
to exclude all but a trickle of immigrationÿ Such
people shortsightedly believed immigration restrictions would preserve for themselves all the milk and
honey of their newly adopted land. They imagined such
restrictions would keep all the jobs for those who
were now in the country° This group succeeded in all
but closing the doors to future immigration° Time
has proved that the exclusion act did not insure abundant jobs for allo Nor was it a panacea to prevent
panicsÿ depreÿsicnsÿ and protracted periods of unemploymento
We all are iÿ.igrants or descendants of immigrants
here in this country eÿcept the American Indian who
s the only truo native° This writer's forbears
here in ÿ_63ÿo He, tooÿ considers himself but
descendant of immigrants to these shores. May he
the libeÿ..ÿty of presenting for your consideration
wisdom of our present policy of limiting immigrato almost the point of exclusion.

We have ex-

vÿith ,the exclusion act quite long enough
show uc iÿs t:ÿue effect on our national well-being.
nation or state can long survive in a strong and
ccndltion ÿvith either a siÿatioaary or declinpopulation,
Let us face the facts of this issue as we look
to, and plan fcrÿ the postÿar period and our
• . We have enough fertile soil left to support
many, many millions more population
now have or can even hopÿ to have in the

future, if we depend solely on births
restrictod immigration.
s nation; we aÿ,ÿe turning ever more and more

icial control of births; so that as this
stionab.le knowledge spreads it will be eraspare o'ÿ:.r ÿ,vomen the inconvenience and

bearing and rearing chiidren°

It also will
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deprive them of their highest duty to mankind and thsir
Creator. As this is written the writer knows what many

will instantly thlnk; namely, that hls views reflect
that of his church. Unfortunately the church that
claims the writer as a member holds no such views, they
are simply his considered personal convictions.
If our people wish to think of their own personal
convenience, comfort, and pleasure, then surely they
must find some way of assuring that increase in population which our national welfare demands for its safety
and well-belng. One answer can be found in removing
the selflsh, vicious, and totally Un-American quota
system of immigration and once again opening wide our
gates to one and all.
When considering our future policy on immigration
we must take into account that position we hope to
occupy in the postwar world. We cannot expect any
better treatment for our citizens than we afford to
the citizens of other countries. Restrictions ever
beget restrictions. They never work for peaceful,
prosperous, and harmonious relationship, whether it
be among
neighbors or nations. If we are sincerely
interested in establishing the good-neighbor policy
among all nations on earth the place to inaugurate
such a policy is here on our doorstep to those of our
neighbors who may desireÿo visit us. Our present
policy is a harsh, selfish, shortsighted, and national'
istic one. Study our rapid growth and compare it with
a chart of immigration into this country year by year,
then decide the question for yourself.
When we became a nation it was assumed our natural
basic resources were truly limitless. Therefore we
directed our entire attention to discovering how to employ each. Years passed before we were able to take
full advantage of our natural resources.
Timber was the first to demand our attention.
Wherever the early settlers turned they found that the
land must be cleared of its overabundance of timber before it could be put to use. He used wood to answer
his needs for building material, fuel, and many other
uses.

At first he used crude hand tools with which to
fashion those products he made from the native timber.
His means of transportation were confined to the ox
cart and team. Then came improved tools and the canals.
Later came the circular power saw driven by either water
or steam. By this time the railroads were at his
service for transportation. Wood
was still being used
.~.

401

i

as the staple fuel to heat the home, in transportation, and In industry. Yes, indeed, coal had been
discovered, but of what use could it be? Dld we not
have an inexhaustible supply of wood close to every
user? We could make charcoal from our wood, so why
even think about the new discovery which was then
called rock coal. It was costly to mine and expensive
to transport. Also it required especially constructed
stoves to burn it. Wood was an ideal fuel as it was
to be found on every hand and it was cheap, so for a
time it remained our chief source of fuel.

;, .:.

, • • '.
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We continued to expand our use of timber. We used
it to build our merchant marine. We developed our

..

skill in designing aim building ships until our clippers
were the fastest on the seven seas. Our ships carried
the cream of the world's commerce. We stuck to wooden
construction and the •sall for propulsion instead of
keeping in step with the advancement of tlme by changing to steel construction and steam. Therefore, in a
few short years our flag all but vanished from the
trade routes of the world.*

\Jr.

• . . • . !

As our country grew we continued to expand our use
of timber. We were not content with its known uses,
but we devoted much research, time, and expended considerable money seeking new ways to employ our rapidly
diminishing reserve supply of virgin timber. As the
demand for timber mounted the price increased. Did
we even then adopt advanced methods of using wisely
that supply we still had, so each tree could serve to
the fullest? Most cetainly not, rather we were guid-

ed by the principle of exploitation.
The timber men slashed down our forests unmercifully without regard for our future needs or the least
thought of reforestation. They took only a small
portion of each tree that would make good saw logs,
the remainder of the tree they left torot. This
practice resulted in our virgin commercial forests
today being exhausted, and we must depend on second
growth timber. This supply falls far short of our
consumptive demands. We are now compelled to turn to
foreign sources to supply our needs. This means the
importation of millions upon millions of board feet

• q..,

T

• . " -". •.

each year.

We are told that at our present rate of consumption we will have exhausted our resource of that "Gift•
of the Ages," petroleum, within the next 14 or 15
years. We are not heeding those warnings that are now

@'-

_

L_
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being sounded nor profiting by our experience with
our vlrgin timber, but we are exploiting our
petroleum resources. We are employing the best
research brains and sparing no money to find still
new and greater uses for petroleum. "Why worry,"we
are told, tÿhere is plenty of crude oll in the world
and we can import all we need." They say,'tlet us get
ours and the next generation can take care of itself."
'!

There are a number of different kinds of iron
ore. Hematite or dead ore means that through the

action of time it has disintegrated into sand or
shale like Particles. Magnetite or live ore usually occurs in the living rock and extends to great
i•i••

depths in vain formation. This ore is solid and is
highly magnetic; hence, its name. Some hematite
deposits occur nÿar the surface and can be worked
with a steam shovel the same as a sand pit, while

L"

the magnetite ore must be blasted out. This is
slow and costly mining. The daily production that
can be obtained from a single mine is strictly
limited, also the purity and percentage of metalic
iron in such deposits as a rule is inferior to the

high grade hematites.
In the early days we depended largely on the
magnetite ores. As long as we had to depend mainly
on this sourse the growth of the iron industry was
not spectacular. However, this picture was entirely

F
"I'

changed with the discovery in the Great Lakes region
of literally mountains of high grade hematite deposits
practically on the surface, notably those in the Mesabi
and 01d Range. Here apparently was an inexhaustible

supply of high grade ore that could be mined by the
open pit method and taken out in huge quantities with
the utmost speed at little cost per ton by scooping
it up with a steam shovel and loading it into railroad
.

° ÿ-ÿ
t-'F • "--'.

.ÿ ..L

cars. In our accustomed American way we set out to
really exploit these deposits and succeeded so well
that at our present rate of consumption these hematite
deposits of iron ore will be exhausted within the next

decade. Certainly there is plenty of iron ore left in
the world, and we can, the chances are, import hematite
)er than we can mine most of the magnetite deposits
have remaining. But here again we would be repeat-

[ng the sad story of timberÿ

L

The present generation will exhaust our supply of
pper if we continue to mine it at the present rate.
also will be a repetition of our usual exploitation
will add another natural resource to that list of
e we had a seemingly inexhaustible supply of, but
e exhaustion we have accomplished since we discovit.
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Will we never awaken to the fact until it is too
late that our natural resources are not only exhaustible but that a number of our most important ones
have either reached the point of exhaustion or that

point is defSnitely in sight? With the exception of
timber and the like, when we have exhausted them, it
is beyond our power to replace them. So long as we
are at peace our needs can be supplied through importation, but what would we do in time of war or sudden
emergency?

J

.r
. j

• " L']"
iÿ _ i"

We today are rapidly depleting our dwind]ing
natural resources of iron, copper, ÿnd petroleum
through our war effort and lend-lease. We have step-•

:,

"f

ped up to the limit the production of these three
basic and essential commodities, while the other
Allied Nations' production of these three show remarkably little if any increase during the period of lendlease. Here is food for thought. Unless we wish to
pay dearly for our openhanded present spendthrift
policy we should give careful consideration to it.

'3]-

We, as a nation, have used those natural resources

mÿ

f

i
l

this land of ours was endowed with tomake it the
greatest nation on earth, and so long as our natural
resources last we can rely on them to continue our
growth and to maintain our strength, but now as we
approach the time when wa have all but exhausted our
natural resources of copper, petroleum, and readily

accessible high grade deposits of hematite (iron ore)
• i

i

"i

- -•,

we must study the over-all picture and take account
of stock. The time for this will never be more
appropriate nor opportune than the present. Nor can
we ever in the future with greater safety or ease plan
to meet the changed conditions than right now.
If radical and decided changes must be made to
accomnodate those conditions that we are certain to
encounter within the next few years letus do so now
when we are planning our postwar activities. To do
otherwise would simply be to repeat the fallacy of
our ship building forefathers who refused to accommodate themselves to changing conditions and stubbornly
stuck to wood construction for their merchant marine.
Today our production capacity is devoted almost
entirely to our all-out war effort. When the war is
over we must reconvert our production capacity, which
means to a large extent rebuilding it in accordance
with our peacetime production needs. What a golden
opportunity this affords us to redesign this production capacity in accord with the changed conditions
of the postwar period. To do so would be to assure
it long, continued, and uninterrupted prosperity.

....
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The remainder of the world quite likely will
,,- ,
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seek to return to their old standard of industry,
using the old and familiar raw materials, and
employing their prewar methods, designs, tools, and
machinery. If they do so they will be following the
example set by the Yankee builders of our clipper
sailing vessels. They will find themselves traveling
along the same dead end road.

° .

The old order, its concepts, standards, and ideas
will expire when the last shot of this war is fired.
The postwar world will set up its own order and
standards. It will not continue the period of exploitation, but will develop advanced ideas and turn
largely to the chemist's test tube for its raw
materials, and to new sources yet undreamed of by
the average man for the energy required in this era.
Let us attune all our planning to the new tempo of
the coming era, so that we may enter this period
completely in step with its rhythm. We should give
full consideration to our postwar policy of obtaining our supply of raw materials and decide the following questions:
• ...." ,

Shall we continue to rapidly deplete our natural
resources?

.

: !.

o.

. .,..
• . .

: ./

When we have exhausted them shall we turn to, and
place our entire reliance upon, the only source left
to us, that of importation from foreign lands?
Or, should we not develop the use of substitutes
and synthetics instead of our basic natural resources,
and thereby gain world leadership for our products?
We perfected through our inventive genius much of
the tools, machinery, processes, and methods that the
world uses today. At present the other manufacturing
nations of the world have the same equipment for
manufacturing as we used in the prewar days. They
have this knowledge and the know how, to a greater or
less extent, which they have heretofore learned from
us. It is safe to assume that they will simply reconvert to the old way of manufacturing after the war.
Financial necessity will dictate this course for them.
Let us employ our talents to evolve new ways and new
materials that will better serve the needs of mankind.
If we do this it will be, indeed, many years before
foreign competition need be anticipated.

. ,/.
,.

.....

: ,

.•

• .. .

..•.

How shall we create those millions of new jobs
our people will need after the war is over, if all
are to be afforded the opportunity of gainful employment? An answer to this question simply must be
found, and its solution put intopractice when we
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first enter the postwar period, This is something
that cannot be postponed or disregarded if our free
enterprise is to endure, lO million or so hungry
and jobless men and women are not to be lightly
trifled with, nor will they be long content to subsist on a government dole. They want and have every
right to demand gainful employment.

i
4

If our democratic system cannot provide them

with jobs it Bhould not surprise us if they sought
to change that system to one that at least promised
them jobs at a living wage. There may be a number
of ways of providing the needed ÿdditional new jobs.

We must think in terms of new jobs and not delude

J•

ourselves with the vain and useless hope of shorter
working hours, compulsory early retirement, or any
similar rainbow chasing theories. We have tried all
the New Deal's experimentations. We should by this
time be familiar with their utte;, futility and impoverishing cost. The only answer lies with any degree
of certainty in actually creating permanent new jobs,
paying a living wage.

'.. • ;.

Let us explore some of the possibilities that
now are open to us. The one possibility that holds

out the greatest of all promise is that policy of
turning to new sources of raw materials that in the
past we have supplied from our natural resources.
This new policy would seek out and develop raw
materials that are creations of the test tube which
use as their basis vegetation, thus increasing the
demand upon agriculture and furnishing it an assured
cash market of ever-lncreaslng proportionsÿ
Of necessity some raw materials may require a
metallic base, which in the past we have turned to
our deposits of iron ore to satisfy this need. Most
of such requirements may be successfully supplied by
either aluminum, magnesium, or someone of the lighter alloy nonferroua metals. This is equally true of
copper. Our present production capacity of aluminum
greatly exceeds even our wartime excessive demands
for this metal. Aluminum is obtained in a number of
ways, from the earth, clays, and other natural deposits. It is one of the more plentiful remaining
metals. Magnesium occurs in abundance and is now beJ

ing successfully extracted from the waters of our
surrounding oceanÿ'. The white alloy nonferrous
metals in many cases have a greater tensile strength
than
steel, with the additional advantage of
extreme lightness in weight, and they are highlÿ reslstant to corrosion, the action of the elements, and
time itself. Their additional cost in many cases

I
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will be more than offset by those savings their
lightness and enduring qualities will undoubtedly
afford the users. The general adoption of such a
policy would create numerous new jobs that would

be of incalculable benefit to all our people.
Many of the technological obstacles have al-

ready been solveÿ The question of a slightly Increased cost when using such raw materials should

not deter us Trom adopting and bringing this plan
into operation, for the reason that when the demand
for these raw materials create the market for their

mass production their cost ÿlll be reduced so that
the finished products can be sold at a profit and
at its usual and long accustomed price, with only
such mark up as the increasedpostwar wages and
taxation may dictate over and above that of its prewar price based upon the lower prewar wage scale and
t

taxes.

To illustrate,

let us take for instance

synthetic rubber.* The war cut off all supply of
\,

natural crude, so we were compelled to create a production capacity at least equal to our essential
needs and to do so within a certain time limit.
This feat we accomplished. It was notdone to provide jobs but rather to keep our war machines rolling. However, it plainly shows how we can provide

jobs by making rather than importing our basic raw ,
materials.

.-

The President has indicated that after the war
we will scrap our synthetic rubber production
capacity and resume the use of imported natural
crude rubber. Many thoughtful persons wonder why,
inasmuch as this synthetic production has created

literally thousands of new Jobs that pay a living
wage, and if this program is carried out to its
logical conclusion many thousand additional new

jobs will thus be created to the benefit of our
entire country. The synthetic material in most
respects equals and sometimes excels the natural

products. At first its cost may be a mite higher
•

...ÿ

than the normal price of the natural crude, but
with mass production it could in a short time be
brought down to the average normal cost of native
crude.

Today we have the production capacity that will
insure our complete safety from the standpoint of
being self-sufficient in so far as our supply of
rubber is concerned. Will the American people ever

again be foolish enough to destrqy this production
e THE LITTELL DIGEST N0.24 , Rubber.
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capacity for the sole benefit of the international
crude rubber combine and place themselves and their

future national safety completely at the• mercy of
those foreign interests. Can anyone seriously pro-

pose that we would be idiotic enough to jeopardize
our Suture safety by placing our entire reliance on
the abillty Of the British and DUtCh Governments to
in the future sÿfegÿard and mÿiÿaÿnÿ thÿ uninterrupt_. i• .

ÿ, ', -

i " '

ed Glow of crude Tubber fÿiÿlyÿpÿiÿd fÿom their oVer-

.L
' ' .
]!" , ÿ. .:. ÿ; ", ,.. ,,. ,,,

. L.

," .

security, self-preservatlon, ordinary prudence, and
plain old-fashloned "horse sense" demand that we keep

•D.
....

"J'-,

""

seÿs plantatfons to ouÿ Shoreÿ$ RSÿ nOÿ our fUÿre

"i?

in full operation that production capacity of synthetic•
rubber we had suchdifflculty in creating, not only
keep it but expand it, sothat its capacity will

÷*

answer our every domestic requirement and that of the
international markets as well? The more we manufacture
." .'.

' ÿ :ÿ V" ÿ

3

j :ÿ "L.

the cheaper can it be produced and sold.
It is all very well for high officials to be good
sports and seemingly willing to hand back our business to
those foreign nations who control the native crude

rubber world market, and tell them they can raise
the natural crude rubber and sell it to us cheaper than
we can make synthetic rubber, and that we will scrap
our synthetic rubber production capacity which has cost
us over a hundred million dollars, thus placing our

-•" . ,"

future dependence upon fÿreign sources, But we should.•
.,_

o

,-,

remember that this source failed us in our hour of dire
need; that in the past they have consistently manipulated supply and price to our detriment. Unless we
are worse than simpletons we will not again place

ourselves at the complete mercy of this international
-

-.,..

, , ;'

cartel composed of profiteers - to express it mildly.
We are thus confronted with the necessity•of
making a far-reaching decision involving the funda• mental policy that will largely control our postwar,
and, in fact, our future welfare from the economic

p •
•

[ '. ,.

.

viewpoint. This question brings into vivid contrast
i"

"- .

our prewar attitude and general policy toward raw

materials and those possibilities that discarding our

'L

prewar policy would mean to us if we formulated a
complete new policy of conserving our natural resources, limiting in so far as possible such imports

J

and creating synthetic and substitutes that we could
produce here in our own country.
A change of policy in respect to raw materials
would most certainly create millions of entirely new

jobs for our peopleÿ that would have the advantage of
being permanent and pay a living wage.
Industry and argiculture shohld compliment each
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the pr-ice of these manufactured here at home° At
first large quantities found a :.:.::;ady market., but it
was not long before they found :I "ttie sale. The
campaign the local manufacturer. ÿonducted soon bore
• fruit, and our pecple gave them Zheir hearty support
as they could be depended upon to-ÿo to any product
using a new raw material which created new jobs by
the thousands, or hundreds of zhousandso

cial link in our economy,,

f'ÿ

*,( •

:" ''

be bought at retai! - :,_n some inÿtance.ÿ - at half

In the pasÿ agriculture hÿs always been the last
to feel prosperity and the first to be hit by an
approaching deoresslcno It has been t]oe weak finan-

.,.
.

!..

• '"

Most of our people place quality above price.
They may be relied upon to patronize home products,
and especially so when they know that by so doing
they are helping to create and maintain jobs for our
people o
A few years ago we had a concrete example of this
when the home market was flooded with cheap electric
light bulbs made in foreign countz.ies. These could

•,, ; :';, ..,"

,, . ..

.'- ÿ:- :-

turer of pneumatic tires should place on the open
market today, a tire made entirelÿ- of synthetic
rubber, priced at even 96 per cent over prewar tires,
and the public was at perfect liberty to purchase all
they desiredÿ would anyone doubt that ÿhey would sell
rapidly eveÿ though a major!:;ÿ of the purchasers held
grave doubts as to their valÿ.e and. durability° If
these tires proved by their service to be equal or
superior to the prewar stock they would gain many
friends, and in time ÿhe price could be reduced.

." !. ,
.:" ÿ .,

,.

other. Industry ge, neTally now is engaged in war
production, When it returns to civilian production
it will be confronted with changing over iss equip-.
ment, and at this time it will be in a position to
make any slight adjustments that might be required
to accommodate the change in raw materials. Then,
too, its markets will be in the physiological mood
to more readi!'y accept and pay any slight additional cost that the new source of raw materials might
add to the finished products. At t.hat tiÿe it will
truly be a sellers market. The dearth of supplies
and the necessity of the purchaser will overcome any
sales resissance engendered in the mind of the general
public o

.
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in order to have a prosper-

ous industry and business ,ÿe must have the sustained•
purchasing power of agriculture. When its purchasing
power is impaired it adversely effecta ooth busiuess
and industry.,, ano. iÿ brings au ihe*:itable curtailment
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of thelr activities at least.

It would seem there-

fore that the only logical thing to do would be to
strengthen the position of agriculture as a whole by
dreatlng for it abundant and entirely new all-yearround cash markets right here at home, not markets
depending on the whims, caprices, and fluctuating
demands of foreign markets.
If we have not learned as yet, surely we should
have by thls tlme, that a planned economy, price
control, subsidies, and all sorts of Federal grants
and controls never can permanently make our agriculture truly strong or insure its continued prosperity.

Rather let us place our faith in the law of supply
and demand. We have it within our power by changing
our policy toward raw materials to greatly augment
and sustain the ÿver-increaslng demand for agricultural products. Our agriculture can and will gladly

supply that damand.

By so doing it will grow strong

and continue to prosper.

This new policy should be applied to those raw
materials from which our synthetic products are manufactured. In many cases synthetics can be made
from component parts that are either obtained from
a natural resource or from those produced by agriculture. Synthetic rubber is an example of this. It
can be made equally as good either from an alcohol
or petroleum base. Naturally the alcohol base provides more new jobs and conserves petroleum. We have
not developed the technique of mass production of
alcohol or employed the cheapest possible raw
materials for its manufacture. Rather we have produced our commerical alcohol either in plants

designed for the distillation of liquor or in plants
that borrowed their design. We are still using, to
a very great extent, expensive grains and the products of sugar cane as the raw materials from which
to make our commercial alcohol. Naturally under
these circumstances the price of necessity must be

high.
Petroleum has enjoyed long years of continuous
mass production and the fruits of many years of intensive research. Alcohol is an infant while
petroleum has reached full maturity.
Our future hom@s and their contents will be
made from plastics, synthetics, glass, and the new

light alloy metals which are highly resisent to
corrosion. Little or no wood or iron will be used
in their construction. Our homes will have°a rate of
deterioration unknown to us in the past and the cost
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of yearly maintenance will be negligible. The type
of construction with its perfect insulation and improved air conditioning plant will keep the temperature and humidity constant the year around at a cost
less than we now pay for keeping our homes and building warm in the cold season.
Our motor cars at first may use small quantities
of iron or steel. Their bodies quite likely will be
made from plastics and the lighter,alloy metals which
will largely replace the heavy steel.
Their only
present drawback is that they cost more per ton
than steel. Here we put our finger on the sore spot,
their present higher cost.

Owing to the limitation of space all that this
writer can herein hope to do is to call the students'
attention to some of those high lights of the more
pressing economic problems, and must leave for some

future issue of this publication to deal with the
social and political considerations in their respective categories.
In conclusion your attention is directed to

those problems that will arise from the shifting of
our population during the war period and the possible re-shlfting in the postwar era. Shall our
future policy be one of encouraging our population
to shift from or remain in our rural and urban
districts? or, Should we encourage the continued
centralization in our metropolitan districts? In-

cluded in this study of population the student will
naturally direct his attention to the fact that some
of our people may be tempted to emigrate to some
foreign shore by reason of special advantages there
existing for them.
The student might with profit give careful consideration to the study of conservation covering the
entire field of this subject, inasmuch as our present
policy of conservation has proved to be one wholly
inadequate to meet our present needs, let alone those
that await our solution on the morrow. We must develop
an entirely new policy having realistic basis that will
serve the needs of true conservation and those of our
population. Such a policy may be developed that will
richly reward us and future generations.
The field of social relations is one that has been
sadly neglected and one that up to this time we have
failed to develop a policy that is consistent with
our true standards and idealsÿ inasmuch as we permitted in the past intolerance, social injustice, greed,
inequality, and selfishness to run rampart and in
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many instances to actually dictate the policy - or
what masqueraded for a policy - in this field.
Those standards we set up for ourselves to govern
our conduct and intercourse here at home weshould
use as our standards in our dealings and intercourse
with all the other peoples on earth. Our ideals
and standards are known to all and stoutly proclaimed by most of us, but by all too many they are not
used when dealing among themselves and their fellow
men.

The present conflict is not a test of strength
among countries for the conquest of land, population,
or wealth, but it is rather in its final essence
nought but a conflict to the death between ideologies,
fhe ideology of government, of society, and those
who subscribe to the doctrine of the one true and
only living God and those who deny the existence of
a Supreme Power. Until this time, ideals and ideol-

ogies have been relegated by those material things
to a place Of lesser importance, but now the importance of a peoples' ideology has been recognized and
in the future its importance will continue to grow
and govern. Material things will retain as they
must of necessity certain values. However, these
values will not be paramount and they must remain
forever subservient to the true ideals of the people.
The foregoing thoughts the writer wishes to leave
with you, and may they assist and guide you as you
study and evolve those plans that you must prepare
for our return to civilian life and to guide us on
into a future that will hold greater promise and
fulfillment for all mankind than it has ever been
man's lot to enjoy in the past.
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Your comm-nÿW needs no highly paid ÿ at such meetings to tell you
how you should decide such queÿiÿuÿ any moÿ than you need such muÿtance
in your family counsels. Your community is nmde up of nothing more and nothing less than the families which live in
Too long have the Amercan people mcceq3bed the synthetic views that are
being propounded for them by the highly paid propagandists of the special
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If not, why not?
Your oommunity owns the ÿc.hoois and them must be other public bugdÿuÿ
that may be ÿad without coot when the ciÿdzeÿ of a community wish to mÿt.
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Has your community any place where atl iÿ dtÿens may ÿ
discuss the question of the hour, be ÿt ÿ emma, slmte m'
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The answer to your problem is the organization of a truly local forum. Yore
oma organize one in your community without cost ÿo yourself or to the commtmity,
other than the ÿttle time and effort which is required.
Your community end an communiÿes should iÿave a truly locai forum, not
only for the good of the comm, uniÿies, but for the good of the States and our
lÿ,sÿdc,, as welL

Send for The Litÿell Digest Numbeÿ 11, entitled, "YOU AND YOUR
COÿY." It telÿ you how to organize a local forum and is complete
with mnnple by-laws and press notice. It is free to all those who are infÿested
in ÿ!ÿe m'ÿanizatioÿ of forums, to others it is 50 cents per copy. You incur no cÿt
oÿ obliga4iofl oÿ any kind in sending for your copy today. Do R now.
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John McGrÿur Lttten

The National Ouestions dealt
with in The Littell Digest are
subjects upon which Mr. Littell
lectures.

For open dates and lecture
fees write Lecture Department,

The Littell Digest, South Orange,
N.J.

